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Karaoke World Championships 2019  

KWCUSA VISION: To provide amateur singers access to performing opportunities they 

would not otherwise have had both locally, around the US, and around the world.    

KWCUSA MISSION: As the national governing body, KWCUSA provides national leadership, 

structure and resources to fuel the growth of vocal athletes around the country and enrich the 

experience of all participants through competitive singing. It is our goal to find the best singers 

the country has to offer to represent the United States of America at the KWC world finals. 

KWCUSA OPERATION:  The KWCUSA national headquarters is located in Seattle WA an 

area with a strong history in the competition producing 3 Gold medalists, along with 2 silver 

medalists worldwide over the past 3 years.   KWCUSA is run solely on volunteer assistance by 

committed individuals that support and believe in the cause of helping up and coming artists 

perfect their craft.  The KWCUSA budget relies mainly on the State Chapter Directors, Charter 

Directors, Sponsor Venue Team Captains, along with the auditioning singing members and 

other karaoke enthusiasts for a large portion of its operational funding.  Additional funding 

programs include singer spotlight showcases, karaoke bingo nights; Sing for your Supper 

events, Raffles, Car Washes and many more! The Karaoke World Cup USA works to generate 

awareness to support the mission and vision of KWCUSA to grow the competition responsibly 

while inspiring participation across the country and in your own backyard. 

KWCUSA National Teams  

The U.S. National Team program has 3 primary Divisions:  

• U.S. Solo Singers 

• U.S. Duet Team 

• U.S. Returning Champion (Battle of Champions added 2018) 

 Each division competes annually in the sanctioned World Championships through the Karaoke 

World Championships (KWC) Teams headquartered in Helsinki Finland. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Introduction 

This manual is designed to guide you through the process of establishing a new Karaoke World 

Championships State Chapter, Charter, or Team. In addition to this guide, the KWCUSA 

website (www.kwcusa.com), headquarter staff, and state chapter network are available to assist 

you with the process. 

KWCUSA Chapter Network: As you determine which level of participation you would like to 

have be sure to tap into the knowledgeable resources of those who have “gone before”. You will 

find the local KWCUSA chapter/charter/team network to be an invaluable resource when it 

comes to experience with beginning and sustaining new KWCUSA programs.   

KWCUSA is represented by a diverse pool of participants coming from local Sponsor Venue 

Teams from Chapters & Charters covering numerous states.  

The chapter network is there to help you! Visit www.kwcusa.com  for a list of helpful contacts.  

KWCUSA Chapters can provide your program with the following:  

• A list of local resources and contacts that have experience in starting new charters or teams  

• Volunteer support 

 • Serve as experienced resources for advice and guidance  

• Website & social media promotion for your new venue teams 

 • Support with fundraising efforts 
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So You Want to Start a State Chapter/Charter/Team?  

In this section you will find general keys to success, and starting points for forming a chapter, 

charter or team at any level. Before forming a new team and at the conclusion of reading this 

manual, the check list of general considerations provided should be completed.  

 “to do” check list: 

✓ Gauge interest level in areas; identify target group of potential participants. 

✓ Create a budget and determine and how the Chapter/Charter/Team events will be 

financed. 

✓ Recruit others (parents, volunteers, community support) to help you with the 

administration and maintenance of the chapter, charter, or team. 

✓ Secure Sponsor Venue Teams.  

✓ Recruit committed Judges and officials and connect them with training opportunities. 

✓ Establish a season management plan.  

✓ Recruit players [members].  

✓ Find other Sponsor Venue Teams to participate. 

✓ Secure financial support and fundraising. 

 

Gauge Interest Level; identify target group of potential participants 

 Before you commit your time and effort to forming a new Chapter/Charter/Team, you should 

determine your target areas and participants and ensure that there is ample interest. Consider 

the following questions; the answers will help you to shape your program’s mission and will 

affect the appropriate steps for success. 

 Who do you want to serve?  

• Age groups  

• Single neighborhood vs. community-wide  

• Areas-Urban/Suburban/Rural  

• Recreational only vs. educational  

• Mini-Events & Training Programs Inclusion 

Tips on how to gauge interest: Once you have determined your target audience and format and set your 

program's mission, holding informational meetings with interested sponsor venue teams will allow you to 

gauge the interest level. Talk to attendees about your purpose and mission in bringing competitive 

karaoke to the area. Use the information and provided marketing materials, as well as videos from the 

KWCUSA You Tube Channel to present an explanation and history of the KWCUSA. Here are some 

helpful tools (click on the links below): 

 



 

Create a budget 

Starting a KWCUSA Chapter/Charter/Team not only takes an investment of time, but requires a 

financial one as well.  Money is one of the quickest and most effective routes to program 

acceptance and overall success.  You must be prepared to gather funds before making your 

pitch. Remember that long-term planning – for more than just one or two seasons – is critical for 

the program’s success and sustainability. 

Hidden Costs: Financing a new team overall can still be challenging. Hidden costs may 

include transportation, vocal coaches, judges, marketing and promotional initiatives.  

 

Regarding your budget/accounting:  As you get up and running and head into your 

season, continue to share as much financial information (needs, costs, donations, expenditures, 

etc.) as possible with any chapter members, sponsor venue teams, members, and other 

interested parties. Whether a non-profit organization or not, disclosing general financial 

information helps to maintain a professional environment and reassures participants and/or their 

families of the use of appropriate and ethical fiscal procedures. 

 

Recruit others 

Many programs have been started by the efforts of a single individual, but the most successful 

long term programs have a strong support team. Surround yourself with helpers from the very 

beginning. Family members & friends of the members you are recruiting are your strongest 

allies. Their participation must go beyond fundraising and attendance.  Family & friends need to 

be and feel connected with the KWCUSA teams. They must agree to support the team's 

philosophy growth and standards of behavior and encourage participation. Find two or three key 

people who are proven leaders and engage them. Get them to invite other interested parties to 

an informal gathering where you and the other volunteers can discuss KWCUSA and how a 

Chapter/Charter/Team might be established. Have facts at hand, such as cost of sponsorships, 

other possible sponsor venue teams, neighboring teams or chapters, and how they can help. 

Try to get as many people involved as possible and give them specific tasks. A person’s interest 

and profession can often prove invaluable. A booster club should be formed by the supporters 

of your team members. If utilized properly the club can be a very useful means of gaining more 

exposure, members and support. 

Secure Sponsor Venue Teams 

Arrange for a few members of the club to meet with the local venues for input and possible help 

in such areas as providing qualifying locations, facilities, and the feasibility of adding a 

KWCUSA Team to that location. Keep in mind, there may be resistance from the existing 

karaoke/venue administration. The introduction of KWCUSA can be viewed as a threat to 

existing shows. Identify people in your area who have participated in the KWCUSA and if at all 



possible, involve them in any of the above activities - this will be a bonus for your core group. 

Select representative members to give well-rehearsed presentations before fundraising events, 

or within community service organizations. Generally, people like to see other people stand up 

and show their interest in a good cause.  Local businesses, especially in the music industry may 

be valuable resources for you as well. 

Sponsor Venue Teams are a crucial consideration in deciding whether or not to start a 

KWCUSA program in your area. Decide on the availability of space, and how many sponsor 

venue teams you'll need for the number of potential members and teams you intend to 

accommodate in your program. If interest is high enough and proper ground work and public 

relations have been done prior to your request, the challenge of securing sponsor venue teams 

will be significantly lessened. Recruit committed coaches and judges and connect them with 

training opportunities. An essential part of starting a KWCUSA Chapter is finding committed 

coaches and officials. Even if they have never competed in the KWCUSA, the programs can 

train and educate interested and dedicated individuals to be knowledgeable coaches and 

officials. It is strongly recommended that every new team plan for future growth and 

accommodate this growth by identifying devoted coaches and officials for future seasons. A 

safe and positive playing experience starts by knowing the rules and how to appropriately and 

effectively coach, officiate and play the game. Solo and Duet Divisions operate separately and 

on different criteria and should not be held or taught exactly the same way. To keep things fair, 

all KWCUSA participants have a responsibility to know the rules...supporters and players 

included!  Know the rules and participate in KWCUSA's campaigns for fair and equal play.  

Establish a season management plan 

Please contact the Coaches/Captains/Officials Education and Training Department of KWCUSA 

for information on how to go about this step. Read more about KWCUSA’s Coaching Education 

Program Keep on Singing! Email epicperformanceproductions@gmail.com for assistance and 

guidance. 

 

Recruit member singers 

 Regardless of what level of participation you are trying to establish, you must demonstrate that 

you have a significant amount of people interested in participating in order to sell the need for a 

KWCUSA Sponsor Venue Team. Not only will you win support from possible sponsors and 

support staff, but the enthusiasm, dedication, and excitement generated from participants and 

their coaches will spark interest in others and ensure the future of your Chapter/Charter/Team. 

Convincing people to see karaoke and singing as a sport can be a challenge and will not 

happen overnight; your patience, determination and drive will be vital during this step in the 

process of setting up a new sponsor venue team. Here are some ways to get members out to 

trials: Post or hand out flyers in public places, at related events, local businesses etc., or 

advertise with your local radio or newspaper that you are starting a new KWCUSA 

Chapter/Charter/Team and include your contact information.  Advertise the start of your team on 

social media and the official website. Hold an informal meeting one afternoon or evening. 

Demonstrate the sport of singing, make your enthusiasm clear, and show promotional videos or 

mailto:epicperformanceproductions@gmail.com


clips from the KWCUSA You Tube Channel. If alumni already exist in your area, arrange to 

have an exhibition show and advertise your project of forming a new chapter in the state. You 

might even try to coordinate a demonstration during a break at a local amateur or professional 

sporting or musical event. Use a PA announcement or hand out flyers in the stands about the 

formation of your teams 

 

 

 

 

Find other teams to play.  

Once you have established your Chapter/Charter/Team you will want to build as many teams as 

you can within your area to compete. Members will want to test their skills against other 

members on another team. Your state KWCUSA chapter can put you in contact with other 

teams and leagues in the area. Make contact with a league and/or team organizer well before 

your season starts. KWCUSA chapters will also have information about local and national 

tournaments, festivals and meetings. These events are a great way to meet other coaches and 

make your own contacts.  

 

 

 

 

 

Secure financial support and fundraising.  

Now that you know what you will need to form a Chapter/Charter/Team, the next step is to 

finance the endeavor. Fundraising will be vital to the success of your chapter/charter/teams.  

You will need to market and promote not only your sponsor venue teams, but your fundraising 

efforts. 

Collect Dues: Team dues amounts are the same for any participating sponsor venue team in 

the country.  These dues are necessary to support your chapter & charter teams. Enforcing 

dues helps ensure interest and commitment from members and supporters. If you ask teams for 

dues when they are excited about joining the chapter/charter they will be more willing to pay the 

fee amount which is a standard set fee for all teams in the nation. 

 Solicit Sponsorship: Local sponsorship of a chapter or charter not only helps defray costs, 

it can draw more attention to your state chapters and charters as well as your team activities. 



Businesses with whom members or other volunteers have a connection, or who may have an 

interest in karaoke or music in general may be a good place to start. Offering advertising in 

newsletters, event flyers, and programs, as well banners at the event site or on your website, is 

usually an acceptable trade-off for sponsorship. Make sure to show adequate appreciation for 

sponsors with letters of thanks, plaques, special events, or doing volunteer work for them. Do 

everything you can to also promote your sponsor.  Businesses that have sponsored in the past 

may be more likely to sponsor again, so keep detailed records of contacts and contributions.  

Solicit Grants/Monetary Donations: Solicit grants or funds from individuals, local 

agencies and organizations, retailers, corporations, foundations or the government. Keep in 

mind that if you are an established non-profit organization and a donor receives something of 

value in return for a contribution, the donation may not be fully deductible. This may apply to 

fundraising activities such as banquets, auctions, concerts, athletic events, and solicitations for 

contributions when merchandise or benefits are given in return for payment of a specified 

minimum contribution. If the donor receives or expects to receive goods or services in return for 

a contribution to your team, the donor cannot deduct any part of the contribution unless the 

donor intends to, and does, make a payment greater than the fair market value of the goods or 

services received. You should determine in advance the fair market value or any goods or 

services to be given to contributors; tell them when you publicize the fundraising event or solicit 

their contributions how much will be deductible (for more information see IRS Publication 1391).  

Hold A Fundraising Event: Fundraising events work only when someone makes it happen. 

That someone needs to be you working with your team, coaches, sponsor venue teams and 

supporters to make the difference. The secret is choosing a suitable fundraiser, establishing a 

sound organization, and plenty of participation by team members & supporters. Fundraising 

events are also a great team bonding exercise, and people who are excited and passionate 

about the KWCUSA are the very best representatives to spread the word and help raise money 

and awareness about the KWCUSA. 

 


